
Earth Alliance & Patriot News for March 17th, 2022 
 By Mark Baughman  

 
 Sources: Ted Mahr videos, Q interviews, Gene Decodes live and 

videos, C-VINE.com, C-Vine News Network, Operation Disclosure, 

Jared Rand, Before Its News, Michelle Fielding, Zorra of Hollow Earth, 

Alex Collier, Dinar Chronicles, Q drops, Benjamin Fulford Website, 

DoD, Era of Light, and Other Live Conference Calls. 

3/17/2022 News: Extremely Hot News; Excerpts, Gene Decode 
Note to the World, Q Call with Zorra 3/16/2022Jared Rand 
3/16/2022. Articles: Humanity in the Year 2022, The Pleiadians: 

Next Energetic Phase, Message from the Earth: Your Mission on 
Earth, The Federation of Light: From Sky to Earth, 
Benjamin Fulford Full Report: As World Distracted by Ukraine 

Hysteria, Big Changes Happened, and Kat at her Best. 

 
Hot News: Jared Rand: All the Deep State/illuminati (Dark Ones) 
will be tracked down and be eliminated from Earth. As Putin is 
stopping them, in the Ukraine, which most are part of the Forth 
Reich Nazi. There are still pockets of them still in Taiwan and parts 
of Africa.  

Gene Decode big note: Queen Romana has lost her Grace 

from the Alliance, violated her contract. See explanation below.  

 
The Pleiadians: Next Energetic Phase 
 

“This is a moment of divine timing on Earth as a next step 
energetic phase begins. The magnetic core of your planet is ready to 
go through a series of expansive shifts, which is designed to 
reposition Earth in relationship to the Sun. The Sun has two faces, 
one face is bringing light warmth and nutrition to your planet. The 
second face holds a mirrored illumination of the light of your Higher 
Self. We refer to the second face of the Sun as the Sacred Sun. 



This is the first time in the history of your planet that the true 
elementals of the sacred Sun are being revealed to humanity.” 
 

Humanity in the Year 2022 
 
Nothing will ever be the same again 
Planet Earth has moved up an octave in the Galactic Spiral and this 
is changing its vibration and frequency. These frequencies will break 
through the veils and liberate the consciousness. The New Age has 
dawned. Nothing will ever be the same again. All Earthly souls who 
have not yet finished their learning process will have to move to 
other Schools, other Third Dimension Planets. This mutation 
point is the beginning of homecoming. Consciousness has reached 
the frequency level of 5D. Liberation for the awake has finally 
arrived! 
 

The Federation of Light: From Sky to Earth 
 

So, the Pillars in Perth? Do they have a purpose? 

They infuse the Earth with an electrical current that travels far and 
wide. And as you are picking up on Blossom, they are part of the 
‘Awakening’ process that we spoke of regarding the Monoliths and 
the Crystals underground and the ‘activation of such’. 
Yet, the Pillars hasn’t activated all that you spoke of? 

No indeed. For it is not yet time. However, we would say that the 
necessary ‘electrical current’ … for now … is in preparation for such 
an Event. 
 

Message from the Earth: Your Mission on Earth 
 

“You are meant to bring awareness and consciousness to all 

living beings on Earth. For instance, if you have a garden that you 

love to attend, or if you have animals in or around your house, you 



radiate energies toward them. By connecting with them, they feel 

something that is new to them.” 

Queen Romana Didulo has fallen from Grace in 

the Alliance Eyes!!! 

With that stated, this is about Queen Romana Didulo. She has 

given the Canada HOPE and organized the Trucker Convoy. She 

has done some really good things, with organizing money for people 

and animals in need. She has given hope for the truthers, especially 

in Canada. But I have learned intelligence, she has changed and not 

aligned with the Alliance now and the truthers. It appears she is from 

nowhere until about a year ago, Gene stated she was an Alliance 

asset, not a White Hat or Black Hat. Trump and Putin are White 

Hats.  She was appointed an asset of the “Alliance”, and had a 

“contract of guidelines” But Gene has outlined in different 

indictments, she has violented. Here is the latest intel from Gene 

Decode, even though he vetted her before:   

The Link: https://rumble.com/vxixib-gene-decode-clarification-on-queen-romana-13-march-

2022-rob-mercury.html 

Here are the Notes from this video: on Queen Romana: 

Basically Gene Listed 5 Violations of the Queen contract with the 

Alliance. I will list them: She has on a Warning Her Contract. Her turths 

not the Alliance or God’s: 

1) Claiming she would be Queen of Canada until 2051. 

2) Queen of the World, in her timeline.  

3) Declare that there will be Queen and King of the United States. 

(America has in the constitution that there will be NO Kings or 

Queens.) 

4) Stating Falsely; that Trump broke his Contract or Covenant with 

the Alliance and to God. This is  

5) Falsely stating: Trump is no longer on Earth, since 2019 

https://rumble.com/vxixib-gene-decode-clarification-on-queen-romana-13-march-2022-rob-mercury.html
https://rumble.com/vxixib-gene-decode-clarification-on-queen-romana-13-march-2022-rob-mercury.html


6) She stated that Jesus was a human construct. Big Problem. Jesus 

was real!!!  

Gene and the Blessed for Service team, will NOT say anything, if 

ask about the Queen, now and forward stay neutral.  

Timelines have varied too much, from what Gene says: Timeline 

Error. Slight variation from the GESARA or the “Book of Sara” timeline. 

From the Alliance, can use anybody until they are not in service of the 

greater good. Issue going on, with the Queen. What are the issues? First 

served these speeding tickets or indictments. She was meant to be a 

holding pattern, until Trump came back in, until the Canada Citizens could 

have a referendum to put in the leader she wanted. A constitution 

government. The Votes of the people, is the big thing. Alliance put Queen 

Romana as an Asset. The Truck Convoy did break the Covid-19 narrative. 

She did a great job on that.  She was to give “Hope” and protect some 

Alliance assets there too. She was going to be used, until the referendum 

was done, put in a President of the People’s vote. She was a holding-

pattern, nothing more. Her big group of many people, 10 people left her 

“Freedom Tour”, recently.  News exploded her team around her, and it 

resulted in ten people leaving.  

From Gene Decode 3/12/2022 quote:  

“Many of you have asked about Romana Didulo and at this time our 

official stance is that we neither confirm nor deny her. We remain neutral 

for now. 

 

To Clarify the situation, I have done a presentation with Rob Mercury that 

should soon be on his Rumble channel, explaining this in entirety and 

where things currently stand. 

 

Understand that the timeline has radically changed (The Sarah timeline and 

Romana timeline have diverged), starting on Thursday morning the 

10th.  Queen Romana is NOT currently on The Sarah timeline 

(God's highest timeline) due to an indictment served on that date.  I 



explain this on the presentation with Rob Mercury and Mixx and what that 

indictment from the Alliance, entails”. 

No one is perfect, I am not and the first to admit to it. But I 

work very hard as Gene Decode does, he clearly is with the truth 

moment and with God, as I am. Clearly, examples and truth that Rob 

Mercury discloses reveal many “flaws with the Queen’s projected 

Agenda”, to be the real Queen of Canada: 1) She always stated in 

every written and video recording that “I am Queen Romano, the 

Real Commander-in-Chief. Real leaders do not have to do that. This 

is clearly a brainwashing statement, like many commercials on TV, 

keep repeating the same commercial or the same message to Drill 

into Your Head, this is not a real leader needs or has to do, it is 

brainwashing that she is the “Queen of Canada” and she is NOT.  2) 

She uses Real Patriot donations, nothing from the real government. 

3) She commands orders like it is the absolute truth. All cannot be. 4) 

She always markets her invented flag and name everywhere all the 

time. Like she is always having to convince people. This is a 

proprietary brand she is trying to promote: her flag, her name, he 

being a Queen, like an ad campaign (if you do not agree with me, 

she says she will have you arrested, not free speech). Real leaders do 

not do that. 4) she has recently stated on Video, that Trump’s 

timeline is over, and Her Timeline is now beginning. Meaning she at 

least will be the real leader of Canada. Real Leader do NOT have to 

down other Great Leaders to be one, she is NOT real. Trump 

Timeline will NEVER go away. Here are a few things that Rob 

Mercury sees too: 

Rob Mercury remote views "Queen" Romana Didulo and exposes the true goal of her 
marketing campaign. 

Rob highlights her effective use of anti-social behavior. 

Rob refers to her as the Queen of ego and arguments, 
and she has her sights on taking over the Canadian truth movement. 



Here are Links to two of Rob Mercury’s wonderful videos: 
https://rumble.com/vx8ui9-romana-didulo-group-discussion-part-1-march-7th-2022.html 

https://rumble.com/vwnkwv-part-2-the-real-romana-didulo-new-remote-view-5-march-

2022.html 

Whatever happened, has happened. With Queen Romana, looks like 

the Book of Sara will change back, without her. Put your faith in 

God.  

As Gene and I big note: One needs to align with 

the one True Creator of all Things, and not put beliefs 

in just one person. Jared Rand has always preached, 

that the God’s next step for humanity is a fully 

Conscious Mind needs to lead themselves, think for 

themselves, and research themselves for the truth. This 

is a 5th dimensional being.  This means not to be a Bi-

Cameral mind: one who does NOT think for 

themselves.  

Gene Decodes update on the Ukraine. With Rob 

Mercury and Mixx. 3/13/2022 

Assassination attempt again against: Trump airplane was re-routed to 

New Orleans the other day, they tried to assassinate Trump. Trump is alive 

and will come back. Gene did a decode over a year ago, he counted 52 

times the Deep State tried to kill him up to that point.  

Again, Gene repeated that 13 soldiers in every Battalion that will 

shoot the other Ukraine soldiers if they surrender. 

Not Russia attacked the Nuclear plant, he attacked the training 

building for their military. Most surrendered, but the bad Ukraine 

soldiers are using children and women as body shields. Some 

children have died. 
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Also, the Ukraine military have orders to kill Ukraine’s that are 

trying to leave their country. Terrible.  

Many Russia military is making a block-aid, to prevent the 

Ukraine soldiers to do this. Here is a map in red, Russia has control 

of, even the capital Kiev:  

 

 Know that the worldwide Fake MSM news, is trying to make Putin 

and the Russia’s as the bad guys, they are not. Putin is a part of the 

Alliance. 



  

Dated back over a billion years, many of the same spheres have been  

found, not just one.  

Change is coming, big change. What you do for people, information 

or whatever, shows your value. Gene Decode has that, says Rob 

Mercury. 

Q on Zorra Show 3/16/2022: Humanity has come over the 

hump, truth will really start.  

Abduction of the mind, happens in the back-ground every 10 

minutes or more. Hi-jacking the spirit. They want to get a big 

emotional response. Keep us in Fear, keeps us from creating a 

wonderful world and universe. We are great creators, we create our 

world, as a group consciousness. Keep your thoughts in being 

Grateful. Humanity Ascension, we are on the edge, for 5th dimension.  



These distractions, like the Ukraine is a distraction, keeping us from 

ascension. Go out in nature, lean against a tree to meditate, listen to 

nature, with your eyes closed.  

The current ascension now in 4th dimension, is attaching the soul to 

the lighter body. We are going back to our authentic self. Towards 

God being, of a higher light.  

More people, like the sleeping people, or Normal’s are feeling more, 

and starting to understanding more, and attaching to the light body. 

The DNA restrictions are getting less, and less.  

The modern medical system was designed to KILL YOU! (Western 

Medical System started by David Rockefeller)  

Cinnamon and Honey together is a wound repair natural medicine. 

Children are coming in at 4th Dimension and 5th Dimension, born 

that way, or ascend faster.  

Jared Rand 3/16/2022: Bitcoin is from the Dark Side, the CCP 

created it in 1995, control 52% of it, and can stop it at any time, it is 

just zero’s and one’s on the computer. It has been used as payment 

for all dark transactions:  Drugs, Child Trafficking, money 

laundering, and payments not to tracked by the normal system. They 

call it “Crypto-Currency” for a reason. Crypt is a place where to place 

a body, this is your money and your body of money. They can turn it 

off at will. The Deep State or New World Order want all digital 

currency NOT backed by anything, that is just zero’s and one’s on 

the computer. These You-Tubers saying that the government cannot 

take my “digital wallet” is living in a fantasy land. It may be true for 

a government, but is NOT true for the New World Order, and their 

“Great Reset” to control all the money in the world. From many 

crypto currencies to one, the Globalists can turn off your money and 

wallet any time they want.  



Mother Treasa was a man, and controlled the child trafficking for the 

Vatican and the illuminati.  

The New R/V GCR and Starlink will stop all the dark money, 

period!! 

The Countries that want to stay with the Dark Agenda or the Dark 

ones will NOT be able to function. From my understanding all 209 

countries have signed up for GESARA. 

Big Note & To Relate Understanding on Who to Believe in this 

War on Information. (Fake Truthers or Real Truthers) 

 As you all know if you have followed me, I try really hard to vet 

and make sure I relate and follow the true. This “Internet Truth 

Movement is just as important as the clearing out of the DUMB’s”. I 

do regard the Military Clearing out the DUMB’s as the Hero’s 

bigtime though!! The truth needs to get out there, bigtime; We the 

Truth Movement is Winning!! But with Fake MSM and the Cabal’s 

trying to “control the narrative” to keep control, and the Deep State 

having agents pose as “Real Patriots” is where it gets really sticky. I 

try to vet all people who I use their “truths” by other more 

established truthers, by research, by instinct and by prayer. Some 

have got through the cracks though. For example; “Gina Haspel” 

was the CIA director under the Trump administration and appointed 

by President Trump himself. Well, most Patriots know she was 

involved in the voter fraud against Trump and even was caught in a 

“Shoot-out in Germany”, with real Trump backed Special Forces to 

get her before she destroyed the secret computer servers that had 

evidence on them. She had body guards that were killed and she 

received a bullet wound in the leg, before she was taken for 

interrogation. I really thought she was a “White Hat” for sure, 

especially since Trump appointed her. I was WRONG, but I do 

believe Trump and the White Hats knew exactly who and what she 

was. They wanted to get her trapped and all the contacts for the 



“Biggest Sting in American History”. The voter fraud, is what I refer 

to, and this will come out by June 2022. Q has stated that we may not 

know who some of the “Black Hats” or the “White Hats” are until 

the end.  

 

 

Bio-Labs in The Ukraine, Congress admit they 

supported by U.S. interest.  

Top US Spies Explain Ukrainian ‘Biolabs’ 

The heads of US intel agencies rejected allegations of bioweapons research 

and development taking place in Ukraine with Washington’s during Senate 

hearings Thursday. 

Director of National Intelligence Avril Haines told the Senate Intelligence 

Committee that Ukraine “operates a little over a dozen,” admitting that the 

US has “provided assistance” to the facilities at least in the past. Said 

“assistance” came only “in the context of biosafety,” she claimed. 

A similar statement was produced during the hearings by CIA Director and 

former US ambassador to Moscow William Burns. The CIA boss flatly 

accused Russia of possessing biological and chemical weaponry itself, 

suggesting the new allegations came as a prelude for a “false-flag 

operations” with the illicit weaponry. 

Humanity in the Year 2022 
Posted on 03/14/2022   
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Nothing will ever be the same again 
Planet Earth has moved up an octave in the Galactic Spiral and this 
is changing its vibration and frequency. These frequencies will break 
through the veils and liberate the consciousness. The New Age has 
dawned. Nothing will ever be the same again. All Earthly souls who 
have not yet finished their learning process will have to move to 
other Schools, other Third Dimension Planets. This mutation 
point is the beginning of homecoming. Consciousness has reached 
the frequency level of 5D. Liberation for the awake has finally 
arrived! 
In the third dimensional world, we are leaving behind, nothing is real. 
Much if not everything is an illusion, at least as much is perceived in 3D. It 
seems to exist, because man’s physical senses confirm it. But in fact, it is 
nothing more than a holographic projection, necessary for the maintenance 
of reduced consciousness. 
In this state, life is believed to be limited to birth, growth and death. The 
struggle for survival is always the greatest challenge. And even this is an 
illusion, for the soul survives the death of the physical body and incarnates 
further in a new body, and so on, until all the lessons have been absorbed, 
understood and added to the new version of the higher soul. 

Being happy with one’s life, soon becomes the general experience. Some 
say that money can buy happiness, but money can only buy goods and 
services. 

People need to start thinking independently; to act in innovative ways; 
most if not all of the existing parameters will soon be obsolete. The 
meaning and value of money will be totally different from what is usual. 
Everyone will have enough money to live on. There will be no need to take 
advantage of others, or to steal to buy anything. 

Skill is the only limit to one’s ability. Everyone is free, allowed to pursue 
any hobby, and to work when they wish. 



GESARA is designed to remove poverty and all resulting ills from the 
Earth during the transitional phase, and being introduced once the cabal 
owned existing money system has completely destroyed itself. 

The changes will not be made for the sake of poverty, but are part of the 
plan to bring comfort and protection. This will take people’s experience to 
a new level to bring joy and happiness. 

Planet Earth will have a higher positive dimension for Environment, Food, 
Happiness, creating more jobs through the rescue and purification of 
planet Earth. The gross sales metric is redundant, the spending of money 
is just an illusion, as are numbers for the value of shares and real estate, etc. 
People are going to realize what is really the purpose of their life, which has 
been forgotten by the majority. 

TO BE RIGHT OR TO BE HAPPY? 
The final moment of the planetary transition 
By: Vital Frosi 

Beloved ones! 

The title of today’s article, has never been more applicable than now. 
Everything becomes an argument because everyone wants to be right. It 
seems that everyone suddenly considers themselves to be a scholar and a 
well-recognized expert on every subject. It is evident from the writing, the 
few studies and the knowledge of one’s own language, but in any case, it is 
an opinion that wants to impose itself on everyone else. 

When we say that no one can change 
the conscience of others, we are in fact giving information and not just an 

https://i0.wp.com/finalwakeupcall.info/en/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/03/Planetaty-transit.jpg?ssl=1


opinion. This moment of humanity is the end of a cycle. The previous 
texts, presented all the variations and possibilities, so that everyone who 
follows this work is aware and can understand what is actually happening 
now with our Planet and humanity. 
We are in a planetary transition. Earth is no longer a world of trials and 
tribulations, but a world of regeneration. As if this were not enough, the 
frequencies that used to be in the Third Dimension are slowly changing 
upwards to vibrate in the Fifth Dimension. 

The change will be total and final. It is as if each of us is being transported 
to a different planet. Nothing will ever be the same again. In a short 
time, the part of humanity that will inherit the New Earth will no longer 
have a limited consciousness as it did on the Old Earth. 
The Photon Light that is already entering our Planet is expanding the 
consciousness of all souls incarnated here now. Even without extensive 
knowledge, people already consider themselves experts on every subject. 

It is obvious that many are right in their considerations, because they 
already have innate knowledge or have acquired knowledge in the present 
existence. And this strengthens the knowledge even more. But a great 
majority have no basis of knowledge, which distorts their understanding. 
Therefore, they are manipulability. 

Manipulation is a common practice today. The rulers of humanity know 
very well how to use this tactic. So, they create false information, the very 
thing that is important to them. They provide this information to the 
manipulability masses through the media, who are paid for it. While, the 
already limited insights and knowledge of the masses contribute to the 
misinformation. 
Vanity and the inflated ego inherent in mankind contribute even more to 
the existence of conflicts of interest and endless discussions, which are 
always aimed at the interests of those who serve the masses. 

It has never been otherwise. This is a time of definitions and choices that 
will take each person to a different timeline. Some will go to the New 
Earth, and others will be guided around it, that is, to Planets destined for 



their exile, according to the vibration of each who chooses this path. This 
is the final moment of the planetary transition. 

If until now something was often defined as “screaming”, as they used to 
say, there will be no more of it now. There is no point in trying to be right. 

What determines the compatible timeline is the frequency of each. It will 
not be reason or the lack of it. It will be the state of each consciousness. It 
is, as Christ Jesus said, those who will inherit the new earth. 

Do you want to be right or happy? 
It is at least worth thinking about. Consider also the possibility that you are 
wrong. Recognize that there are still surprises and many more to come. Be 
open and receptive to information, even if it is not in accordance with your 
own beliefs or concepts. 

If we have been deceived all along, 
those who have done so will want to continue. Do not argue; just observe 
and then you will see and discover how the rulers of the world today are 
playing their game. 
The game board is on the table and now the final moves of the game are 
being shown. But in the wider vision of the already awakened in 
consciousness, the end result is already known. And nothing and no-one 
can change this, because the whole process of Transition and Resurrection 
has already been laid down. THE LIGHT HAS WON! 
When such information is passed on, it is also a way of reassuring those 
hearts that are affected by the moment and by the anticipation of what is to 
come. 

https://i0.wp.com/finalwakeupcall.info/en/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/03/Do-you-want-to-be-right-or-happy.png?ssl=1


We are here to clarify, but always with ethics and respect for everything 
and others. We are not here to be recognized or to gain high ratings and 
followers. 

The aim is only to inform and clarify. 
If only five readers understand this message, that is enough. We do not 
need anyone’s approval, because it is enough that it passes through the 
sieve of conscience and responsibility. We do not want to convince anyone. 
The last text on frequencies, published here, provided very significant 
encouragement to thousands of people who could understand what they 
were feeling. 

Almost two thousand reactions alone. At the break of dawn with the battle 
between Russia and Ukraine, the comments were diverted from the text. 
As a result, more than 90% of the 1,300 responses were off-topic. 

Some answers were given to clarify certain doubts, which led to anger and 
verbal aggression of different caliber. Including a large demonstration by 
lack of respect, ethics and morals, characterized by those who chose the 
timeline of exile from Earth. 

There was even someone who wrote that he followed me regularly, but 
now stopped following me because of some reaction. To clarify, no 
followers are needed to fulfil my mission. I just need to know that I am 
responsible for my actions and my deeds. Nothing more. 

No one is required to be on this site. Seeds are sown to bring forth good 
fruit. The seeds that fall on the stones are unfortunately lost. 

Therefore, from now on, no more questions will be answered that are not 
related to the subject of the published text. It is better to have only 10 
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questions that can really clarify the 
question for the one who asks it and also for those who follow it, than to 
have of them, many of which only serve to bring more discussion and hate 
motivation among the readers. 
It was already written in the last text of 2021: 

IN 2022, DO NOT ENGAGE IN CONFRONTATION. 
Let us avoid confrontation. 

I am Vital Frosi and my mission is enlightenment. 

Namaste! 

The Pleiadians: Next Energetic Phase 
Posted on 03/14/2022   

 
 
Beloved ones we greet you, 
This is a moment of divine timing on Earth as a next step energetic 
phase begins. The magnetic core of your planet is ready to go 
through a series of expansive shifts, which is designed to reposition 
Earth in relationship to the Sun. The Sun has two faces, one face is 
bringing light warmth and nutrition to your planet. The second face 
holds a mirrored illumination of the light of your Higher Self. We 
refer to the second face of the Sun as the Sacred Sun. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/03/14/the-pleiadians-next-energetic-phase/
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This is the first time in the history of your planet that the true 
elementals of the sacred Sun are being revealed to humanity. The 
sacred Sun has a consciousness of its own and holds the capacity to mirror 
your brilliance to you through its rays by radiating a pure consciousness 
imprint directly into your Heart and through the cells of your entire 
physical body. 

You can now embark on a conscious journey of self-birthing by engaging 
within the sacred Sun’s consciousness and by daily bathing within the pure 
frequency gift of the Sun’s higher consciousness. You are being asked to 
bring a daily conscious focus to the sacred Sun’s rays, allowing an 
expanded space of multidimensional light to enter through the doorway of 
your Heart. 

The process will entail moments of you engaging while interacting through 
your Heart with the consciousness of the sacred Sun. This is achieved by 
you bringing your awareness towards the Sun while holding and interacting 
through your Heart. 

Your Heart has always been available to play the role of an anchor for you, 
in Truth your Heart is the sacred core of you. The Heart is the doorway to 
your holy existence and the center of your universe.  All universal 
experience evolves and arises from within your Heart. Understanding that 
all multidimensional energetic interactions and communion takes place 
only through your Heart space. 

The reality is you have never been separated from the consciousness of the 
sacred Sun. As you align to the Sun’s frequency you begin to return, to 
blend to become an aspect of Source. The sacred Sun is an aspect of the 
trinity of the One. 

Every cell recognizes the light frequency gifted by the sacred Sun’s rays and 
an accelerated awakening process is ready to begin within you. As you open 
consciously to the sacred Sun’s rays the consciousness of light within the 
rays can penetrate and awaken a transmitter which has been lying dormant 
within each cell of your body. The transmitter begins to radiate outwards 



your unique pulse of creation light within your energetic systems. The 
pulsing of your creation light creates a quickening within your Heart cells. 
Each individual Heart cell begins a self-realization process as the cell begins 
to hold the multidimensional potential of creation light of your higher self. 

There will be a strong creation element building within your Heart’s 
multidimensional systems. You will be enabled to utilize this creation flow 
consciously by manifesting your Heart’s desire for yourself in your daily 
life. This is self-empowerment and is an essential next step for you to take. 
As you draw on your creation energy the Pineal is engaged and centers 
within your brain that have not been utilized in this lifetime will reopen. 
Activating and utilizing your creation energy engages your Heart on 
another level. This action by you accelerates the self-realization process of 
multidimensional rebirth through you on many levels. You are regaining 
your power! 

This whole process shifts the energetic dynamic of light within your 
systems, like flipping on a light switch in a darkened room, the awakened 
transmitters in your cells transform your ability to activate and align to your 
sacred power. Your creation light is the direct expression of your Heart’s 
desire. This means that the link is reformed between that which you desire 
for yourself to become naturally made manifest in your life. 

Your journey is to have a human experience and simultaneously to have an 
awakening into your sacred being. The whole aspect of your being is 
human and sacred combined. Destiny is to play a powerful role at this 
juncture on your planet strongly impacting your individual evolution of 
your Higher Self, allowing you to liberate yourself as you move back into 
becoming. 

There is nothing you need to change about your human aspect to move 
forward now. As a human being you are ‘perfectly imperfect’, and you need 
to celebrate your imperfection. Begin this liberation by accepting your 
humanity, your imperfection and holding yourself with love and 
compassion within your humanity. Self-acceptance is self-love, this journey 



is all about you. Through the acceptance of your imperfection, you 
accelerate your potential for awakening. 

You are being called forth now to begin a more complete and focused 
intentionality to move past the matrix of illusion that has held you in a 
place of limitation for lifetimes and to allow a repositioning of yourself 
beyond the illusion. This can be accomplished more easily through the 
recent shift within the energetic arena on Earth. With the deepening 
alignments to the sacred Sun there is a further transmutation possible at 
this time. Your higher aspect can be accessed and harnessed with greater 
ease. Your sacred flow has never been more accessible to you. 

This is your time to move yourself into another state of consciousness and 
this is achieved by you choosing to let go of what you ‘think you know’ 
within the daily moments of living. Choose to open your awareness within 
the moment by linking into your Heart space and experience yourself from 
a new perspective. Your Heart is you! 

Shift the old sabotaging cycles created through the illusion of your life by 
making small changes and breaking down the old ways of doing things. 
Seeking answers within the core of your Heart and not listening so much to 
the misunderstandings and misinterpretation of your Ego mind. Be willing 
to allow moments of experiencing spaces unfamiliar to you, allow yourself 
to be in a space of discovery! 

Witness a feeling, an expanded sense of liberation and peace through 
letting go in this way. Focus on opening your awareness into moments as 
they unfold.  As you choose to merge with your Heart your higher 
consciousness light activates naturally, it is your Heart. You will gain 
moments of great clarity and then possibly moments of ‘not knowing’. The 
most important thing that you can do is to bring your focused intention to 
be consciously aware in moments. Sometimes the illusion of daily life may 
appear very strong, and in that moment, you are required to let go and 
open into your Heart space. 



Work in moments of being still within your Heart, allow this inner 
transmutation to complete itself within your Heart cells. Within the 
stillness you can integrate the higher energetic resonance of the 
metamorphic shifts within you. Understand that there are different 
components within you waking up, your systems are going through an 
electrical upgrade. You may have confusion, or not be able to think clearly 
or find words to describe your present state. You are in the middle of mass 
transmutation and your process of unfolding energetically is not completed 
yet. 

Most importantly remember you are not alone. You were never meant to 
complete this journey on your own. Activate the support you need now by 
giving your permission to the energetic alliances that you have pre-
agreements. Know as you call them forward you can receive them through 
your Heart space. 

Be in gratitude for this time and experience. Let go and allow your path to 
unfold before you. All is truly in hand. You have said “Yes” to being here 
and there is very little that you need to try and figure out. Your path is 
assured, there will be a successful conclusion to your journey. 

PROCESS:  UTILIZE YOUR CREATION ENERGY, ACTIVATE 
YOUR HEART’S DESIRE: 

Before you start this process, you must have something you wish to 
manifest for your life. This must be something for you personally. 

SACRED SOUND:  AENNN…. (pronounced ay ennn..) 

1. Bring both palms to rest on your entire chest area. (This is your heart 
space) 

2. Feel the pressure or the warmth of your palms on your chest and bring 
your awareness to this space. 

3. Take a Conscious breath and place the breath, like a soft wind into 
where you feel your connection to your Heart. (The Conscious breath 
is a breath taken in the mouth and then released out the mouth) 



4. You are going to utilize a sacred sound into your Heart space which will 
begin to activate and utilize your creation energy to move into a form 
for manifestation. 

Sound: AENNN…. AENNN… AENNN… you always bring this sound 
within your Heart space 3 times. 

5. As you make the sounds, feel see or sense an energetic echo opening 
through your Heart space. Open your awareness into the space and 
take a Conscious breath into the space. You are going to continue build 
into the space of your Heart with these sounds, AENNN… as many 
times as you need until the space of your Heart is filled with the essence 
of the energy created by your sounds. This energy is your creation 
energy. The space that you see sense or feel may feel huge, flowing with 
light or color. Or maybe the space feels subtle, this does not matter, it 
is not reflective of being good or not ok. Wait until the space feels 
full… 

6. Now place the thought of what you wish to manifest, (your Heart’s 
desire) inside the space. As you place this thought of what you want 
into the energy, feel see or sense how the energy opens around the 
thought. Remember your thoughts are energy, they create. Build the 
thought of what you want, give it a color, detail, feel the joy this brings 
to you… open your awareness into the energy of what you are 
manifesting within this space. 

7. Place your Conscious breath right into your building of your Heart’s 
desire, witness how your Heart’s desire is coming alive with energy. 

8. Now place your sounds, AENNN…. 3 times directly into the energy of 
your Heart’s desire and then continue to place your sounds into your 
desire until you see sense or feel your desire dissolve into the space of 
your Heart. This means your Heart’s desire has begun to manifest in 
your life on some level. 

9. Bring your awareness within the space of your Heart, breath and let go. 
Feel see or sense the space of your Heart. 

10. Release your hands from your Heart. 
This can be utilized daily or as you feel called to work with the process. 
You will find as you simply touch your Heart space with the palm of your 
hand during the day you will be anchoring your creation energy deeper into 



the activation of your Heart’s desire. This process leads you into a self- 
realization and realigns you further within the path of your sacred Heart. 

We witness you and honor you on your journey. 

Blessings, 

The Pleiadians 

Message from the Earth: Your Mission on Earth 
Posted on 03/14/2022   

Dear friends, 
I am the voice of Earth. Feel my energy encircling your feet and legs.  I 
welcome you.  Please enter into your bodies by allowing your muscles to 
relax. 
Remember that you are always carried by my energy. I want to carry you, 
like a mother.  You are one with me, because you are living inside a 
physical body, and at the same time you bring in something new, 
something not of the Earth. It is your star light, your consciousness, which 
is the gift to this plane of existence. You bring life to this planet, to me, not 
physical life but the inner life. 

You are meant to bring awareness and consciousness to all living 
beings on Earth. For instance, if you have a garden that you love to 
attend, or if you have animals in or around your house, you radiate 
energies toward them. By connecting with them, they feel something 
that is new to them. They do have their own beauty and innocence, but 
all creatures of nature yearn for a richer inner life. They want to grow and 
evolve into conscious beings. 

https://eraoflight.com/2022/03/14/message-from-the-earth-your-mission-on-earth/
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Each has a uniqueness, just as do you, and you are actually assisting them 
by being here. The energy that will help them most is the energy of love. 
For example, the flowers in the field do not know how beautiful they are, 
but when you look at them with admiration and appreciation, they feel a 
spark in their soul of something awakening. And this is essentially symbolic 
of your relationship with all of Earth. 

You are like angels descending here with a torch of light. But as you 
descended to Earth, you went through a long evolutionary process, and I 
am speaking here of many, many lifetimes, a vast expanse of time. You can 
imagine when an angel leaves heaven it can become confused and 
bewildered, because for the first time the angel gets acquainted with the 
energies of fear and separation. So even though its essence is still an angel, 
at the level it is incarnated, it is like a child. 

There is this difference and, to some extent, even a big gap between what 
people are in their inner being and how they manifest themselves in the 
three-dimensional world. When you look at the world around you and at 
how the Earth is treated by humanity, it does not seem like angels are 
running this world. It is more like confused children who have lost their 
way. And actually, I, the spirit of Earth, will allow a lot from these children. 

You are allowed to lose your way and to misbehave for a certain period of 
time. In fact, it is part of your path to explore different ways of relating to 
yourself and to the world, and that is because your consciousness is so 
powerful, it has free will and the ability to choose. You have to get to know 
darkness and to make mistakes before you understand the true nature of 
light. 

I, myself, am connected with cosmic energies and forces who are assisting 
me, and together, we feel that a new step in the evolution of humanity is 
happening. It is like the childlike part of humanity is now evolving and 
becoming wiser and more mature. But the situation at this moment is quite 
critical, and at a certain point, children will have been allowed enough 
room to explore. It is time for them to surrender to a bigger truth which 
they already know in their hearts. 



Humanity is now actually being torn apart. Groups of souls want very 
much to move forward, while others remain stuck in pain and struggle. 
And you who are here, and who are sensitive on the inner level, can feel 
that anguish of being torn inside. I want you to take a step back and to 
look at the whole situation from a bit more distance, because even though 
you are a part of this whole movement, you are also a unique individual 
unto yourself.  And I want you to realize who you are, and what your place 
is in this world. 

Imagine that you now literally take that step back and can feel behind you 
the presence of the original angel that you are, just behind your physical 
body. Try to see how much this angel is affected by the pain and suffering 
on this planet. I am asking you to do this, because I want you to distinguish 
between the pain and suffering of humanity and the people around you, 
and your own pain, your own position in all this. 

I am asking you to now release from your energy field the pain that is not 
yours, because it is essential that you remember who you are, and that you 
are free and independent of this world. It is when you feel completely free 
and independent that you can contribute most to this world. So, feel free to 
connect again with the feeling of being an angel. 

You often make yourselves so small. You are hiding your true strength and 
even dare not show the joy and the light in your heart. But I am now telling 
you what your mission is on Earth – it is to be an angel on Earth. You do not 
have to change the people around you; you do not have to get involved in 
politics, or that kind of activity.  What you are meant to do here as a 
lightworker is to anchor a certain vibration. 
I told you before that there are different groups of souls on Earth right 
now. And as you express yourself in this world, and be who you are, some 
groups of people will not respond to you, will perhaps not even notice you. 
But you should not be bothered by that, because there are actually groups 
of people who do respond strongly to your vibration. Sometimes your 
effect on them is invisible – you are not aware of it, but your task, so to 
speak, your mission, is to be as true as possible to your purest vibration, 
and to do what really inspires you and gives you joy. 



Earth and nature will respond to your doing that. I am inspired by humans 
who follow their soul. Remember that there is a connection between us, 
independent of human society. Being truly present on Earth is about 
connecting with me, feeling safe in your body, feeling free to be yourself, 
so you can take a step back and look at the human world from a distance. 
You do not have to be warriors fighting for a new world; your work is 
more subtle than that. And you are allowed to have more fun, even if there 
is suffering around you, and hardship. The energy of joy and smiling and 
making jokes is so welcome here on Earth. 

I would like to end by asking you to visualize that you are somewhere in 
nature that you really enjoy. Maybe you see yourself walking along the 
ocean shore, or walking or sitting in the forest. And in your imagination, 
touch me; touch Earth, the sand or the soil. Sense how it feels to your skin, 
to your hands, or feel the wind on your skin. 

You are a physical being, and the physical contains so much energy that is 
not physical. I want to nurture you, and not just on the physical level, but 
also all your energy. That is my gift to you. I want you to experience the joy 
and the bliss of being in a human body. 

I want you to know that you are very welcome on Earth. You are carrying 
the energy of a new world inside you, and that is all you have to do – carry 
it proudly inside you.   

The Federation of Light: From Sky to Earth 
Posted on 03/15/2022   

 
 
Note from Blossom: Important to me! Before I begin, I wanted to alert 
you to my email situation which is now sorted, after 4 days! HOWEVER, 
… if you have not had a reply from me OR a Thank you for kindly sending 
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in a donation, please know I did reply, yet it got lost from my outbox 
(which I thought would send them out once the issue was fixed. Not 
knowing I would then lose the entire program!) So, in order not to stress 
myself out, I have to let this go and start afresh from today. Thank you for 
your understanding. A HUMUNGOUS THANK YOU to Raj, in the UK 
…who spent 3 hours on TeamViewer and Skype with me (Plus many more 
hours behind the scenes) trying to sort it out. This week’s hero. Thank you, 
Raj from my heart. Let us begin. 
Hello there! Well, all I can say after your spectacular live appearance on my 
last YouTube is … follow that! No pressure! 

Welcome to Each One who joins you here, Blossom, and we are 
indeed, impressed with the number of viewers that ‘came to the 
table’. For our intent is to assist in elaborating the Truth, so one may 
know of it! 
As both you and White Cloud did so beautifully. Thank you. Someone sent 
a short video about a Pillar of Light that was seen in Perth*. Apparently, 
there were four of them. Which appeared very quickly. I know you are 
aware of which I speak. 

Indeed, Blossom. We are aware of this phenomenon and yet, it is not 
as such a phenomenon … to us … at all.  The scientists are baffled 
by it, yet, we can explain it quite simply as … ‘Being of Light’. 
Certainly, electricity must be involved and yet, we would say it was 
‘communicated’ from Sky to Earth by a vessel from ‘elsewhere’. 
Many more, as we have said, shall begin to appear as the frequency 
rises. However, … although we would choose to call these ‘Pillars of 
Light’, we would also express that the ‘ones’ we originally spoke of 
have not yet been presented. These ‘larger’ ones that are to come will 
remain and ‘move’ stealthily across your skies and as also spoken of, 
shall contain information to ‘be received’ to the individual. 
Yes. I remember you saying so. Which in itself is mind-blowing. ‘Stealthily’ 
meaning ‘not seen or heard, incognito’ … yet, in the past, you said they 
would be visible? More confusion. 



They will ‘be protected’ … Cloaked and uncloaked as and when 
necessary. 
And so, when you say ‘remain’? 

Yes, they shall, yet, not always visible. 
Thanks for clearing that up. I also remember having a bit of a fallout with 
you in 2011 because they didn’t show when you said they would! Story of 
my life! 

Blossom, is it not that both parties have agreed /understood it is best 
to leave dates well alone? 
Your batcha sweet apples we did! So, the Pillars in Perth? Do they have 
a purpose? 

They infuse the Earth with an electrical current that travels far and 
wide. And as you are picking up on Blossom, they are part of the 
‘Awakening’ process that we spoke of regarding the Monoliths and 
the Crystals underground and the ‘activation of such’. 
Yet, the Pillars hasn’t activated all that you spoke of? 

No indeed. For it is not yet time. However, we would say that the 
necessary ‘electrical current’ … for now … is in preparation for such 
an Event. 
What does it do … for now? 

It creates circuits within a radius of its implant. 
So that would mean there would have to be many ‘seen’ all over the Globe? 

This is so. Yet, to catch on camera will not prove to be so easy, as 
they happen ‘in a flash’, would we say. 
This is exciting, yet, I am not, with respect, going to get too excited … as 
yet. Time, you and I, are not always in agreeance! 

And yet, dearest Blossom, you and many are coming into a place of 
acceptance, in the KNOWING that ALL we have presented to you 
… all that we have discussed over many years, will indeed, come into 
fruition when it is appropriate to do so. 



One will find that ‘many happenings’ once they begin, appear in 
rapid succession. One after another … Yet, giving you time to take a 
breath in between, so to speak. 
Well. That’s handy to know. Anything else on the Pillars, for now? 

We do not feel so. There is much that can be looked into** from past 
conversations on that matter. 
Thank you. How about more on Fergus the fungus? How’s he developing? 
I have been sent information about a fungus connected with the dreaded 
lurgy that took over the Planet in the last few years. Is this what you mean? 
*** 

As we say, Blossom, when the time comes for one to remain safely 
indoors, the prospect of this and the propaganda around it, will 
certainly be enough to ‘have the desired effect’. 
Can you elaborate? 

It will be ‘presented’ as ‘more deadly’. 
How can you get more deadly than dead? 

Then, would we say, more ferocious. 
A FEROCIOUS FERGUS FUNGUS! You gotta Love it! Yet, how will it 
present in terms of symptoms? 

A rash … 
So, it’s real then? … 

Yes. It is. Yet certainly not ferocious and certainly not deadly. 
I am feeling a little anxious here due to what ‘I think’ my mind is picking 
up from you … regarding it being ‘originated from the ‘needle’. Is this so? 

For some. Not everyone. For not every one of those ‘needles’ 
contained the same strain of infection/infections. 
I am so confused about it all. For instance, I don’t get when you say that 
this worldwide lockdown is conducted by both the goodies and the 
baddies. 



The best way we can describe it is to say that when one knew of 
‘darker agenda’s’ … then the Divine plan could interweave its magic 
and outstanding strategies to ‘make it work’ for the Highest Good of 
All. 
I know it sounds like I am not Trusting what you say. I am just dubious 
because it all seems so far-fetched and so far, removed from actually 
happening. 

Dearest Blossom … if one was to tell you five years ago, of all that 
has ‘come to Light’ over the last few years, would you say that this 
too, was far-fetched? 
I would indeed. Indeed, I would. Point taken. I guess, the ‘responsibility’ of 
bringing Truth through from you … is quite daunting. Wouldn’t be the 
first time our street cred went out the window. 

Street credibility does not concern us, Blossom, as you know. 
WE KNOW WHAT WE KNOW. 
Yet, it is possible for all this to change, is it not? 

It is. Yes. Yet, in this case … unlikely. 
That’s big! So, to go back again to clarify … is Fergus the fungus actually 
deadly? Just to clarify also, it was me that named it Fergus! 

No. Definitely not. No more than that which has invoked fear upon 
your Planet over the last few years. It is not the actual ‘thing’ itself, 
that has reportedly removed souls from the Planet, yet, it depended 
on ‘the state’ of the inner workings of any one particular body, as to 
how deeply it became affected. 
Know that this ‘guise’ will be the … 
You can’t find the word … nor can I! 

We are choosing our words carefully here. This guise will be the 
predicted fallout that is to be exposed in order for your Planet to be 
able to move on/into your Brighter future. 
This is what we ask of you to consider now, and when this takes 
place. 



To … 
CONTINUALLY SAY THE MANTRA. 
I AM THE LIGHT. 
I AM THE LOVE. 
I AM THE TRUTH. 
I AM. 
KNOW IT. 
FEEL IT. 
BE IT. 
CONTINUALLY VISUALISE YOUR FUTURE DAYS AS ONE’S 
OF LIGHT AND LAUGHTER. 
CONTINUALLY KNOW WITHIN YOUR BEING THAT NO 
MATTER WHAT IS PRESENTED TO YOU ‘OUT THERE’ … 
THE LIGHT HAS WON. 
CONTINUALLY KNOW THAT … 
YOUR TRUTH 
YOUR STRENGTH 
YOUR COURAGE 
YOUR LIGHT AND YOUR LOVE 
WILL SEE YOU THROUGH THESE ‘ENDINGS’ AND MOVE 
YOU THROUGH TO THE BRIGHTEST OF BEGINNINGS, 
WHEN YOU HOLD ON TO THIS TRUTH … 
WHEN YOU KNOW IT … 
WHEN YOU TRUST IT … 
YOU WILL BE SERVING YOUR SOULS … THE SOULS OF ALL 
… AND THE UPLIFTMENT OF YOUR DIVINE GAIA … FOR 
THIS IS WHAT YOU CAME TO DO. 
And so, it is. 
Tickety Boo. And so, it is, indeed! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM. 

**Channel: Blossom Goodchild 

Benjamin Fulford Full Report: As World Distracted by Ukraine 
Hysteria, Big Changes Happened 
Posted on 03/15/2022   
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The incredible hysteria and lies being pumped out daily in the G7 
Khazarian slave colonies’ propaganda media has distracted the world from 
truly historical changes. What we are witnessing is the end of a war that has 
been raging literally for thousands of years. The ancient group of Satan-
worshipping families that controls the UN, the Worlds’ central banks, the 
fortune 500 transnational corporations and much more, are facing 
something they never expected: final defeat. 
Just like the victors of World War II staged a Yalta conference to decide 
the shape of the post-war world, the victors of the undeclared World War 
III have already begun detailed planning for a new age for the planet earth. 
We have talked about this before so, suffice it to say a huge campaign to 
end poverty, stop environmental destruction and expand into the universe 
is about to begin. 
In a visible sign the post-war order is ending, Russian Foreign Minister 
Sergey Lavrov said, “the five permanent members of the UN Security 
Council have no right to dictate the fate of the world, and they don’t aspire 
to do so.” 
https://tass.com/world/1420691 
Now let us look at the final phases of the still ongoing WWIII. Here the 
Russian military operation in Ukraine has flushed these Satanic criminals 
out of the closet and into the full view of humanity. On December 2021 
Russia initiated a UN resolution condemning Nazism, racism etc. and 130 
nations supported it while only two, the US and Ukraine, opposed it. And 
yet now magically, the Khazarian mafia wants us to believe that 141 nations 
voted at the UN to condemn the Russian move to deal with these Nazis. 
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https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/un-overwhelmingly-
reprimands-russia-over-invasion-of-ukraine/ar-AAUwuH8 
These are part of the same 170 nations that voted to ban fluorinated gas 
refrigerants just as the Du Pont family’s patent on them was about to 
expire. Then, in 2016 these same “nations” voted to ban their replacement 
HFCs again just as the Du Pont patent on them was about to expire. 
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2109218-ban-for-gases-that-saved-
the-ozone-layer-but-now-warm-the-planet/#ixzz7NThv8nCz 
What all this shows is that these so-called nations are headed by individuals 
who have been bribed with Swiss bank accounts and threatened with death 
if they do not follow orders from the KM. 
The vote against Nazis caught the KM off guard and so they jerked the 
chains of these so-called leaders. However, what is now happening is that 
the slave masters of these slaves voting at the UN are being systematically 
hunted down and brought to justice. 
The real situation can be seen by looking at the lists of nations that support 
sanctions against Russia versus those who do not. The Middle East, India, 
most of Asia, South America, Africa etc, are not supporting the isolation of 
Russia. Basically, if you take the world population to be 8 billion, you see 7 
billion supporting Russia and one billion still going along with the KM.  
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Even those one billion still under KM control are also in open revolt 
against their Satanic overlords. 
That is because the Chinese foreign ministry and the Russian foreign 
ministry have sent proof to the military and intelligence agencies of 
the planet that the KM and their so-called Biden regime in the US 
have set up 336 biological weapons laboratories around the world 
and have been releasing deadly pathogens in an attempt to murder 
most of humanity. This is not a so-called “conspiracy” blog we are talking 
about, it is the government of China speaking in public and on the record.  
The Russian GRU (their equivalent of the Pentagon command) sent the 
White Dragon Society documents showing exactly how the KM operates. 
They say that when the Rockefeller family, Rothschild Family and World 
Jewish Congress succeeded in overthrowing the Christian Russian Tsar, 
they began to artificially create the nation now known as Ukraine. They 
systematically tortured to death all Russian intelligentsia and leaders in the 
region. They also engineered a starvation crisis that killed at least 3 million 
people in order to force the rest of the population into submission. This 
was accompanied by creating a bastardized version of Russian they started 
to call the “Ukrainian language.” The leadership of the region was then put 
in the hands of the Chabad cult. These cultists want to kill 90% of 
humanity and enslave the rest. 

https://stillnessinthestorm.com/conspiracy/


The Russians say the Rockefeller Foundation, the Bill Gates Foundation, 
the C Adenauer Foundation and The World Jewish Congress financed the 
2014 Nazi/Chabad coup in Ukraine. They also financed the bioweapons 
laboratories condemned by China. 
https://beckernews.com/here-are-the-documents-the-u-s-embassy-in-
ukraine-scrubbed-on-biological-threat-reduction-labs-44315/ 
A Russian envoy said “we found that they were taking blood…to 
create pathologic that can specifically target certain ethnic groups… 
they were weaponizing the plague, anthrax, and other lethal 
pathologic” 
For more detail watch “Pentagon Bio-laboratories” a 2018 documentary by 
Dilyana Gaytandzhieva. 
The GRU has provided relevant agencies worldwide with a detailed list of 
names of the actual people behind these atrocities as well as the 
accompanying toxic vaccine mass murder attempt. 
Also, “NATO wanted to unleash a third world war by using nuclear 
weapons against Russia,” said former Prime Minister of Ukraine, Nikolai 
Azarov 
https://rairfoundation.com/former-ukrainian-prime-minister-claims-putin-
saved-hundreds-of-thousands-of-lives/ 
This means the people behind this are now officially designated war 
criminals who are being hunted down. There is nowhere on this planet, not 
Switzerland, not Israel, not Antarctica where they can hide. They will not 
be allowed off planet either, Secret Space Program sources promise. They 
say this is the culmination of a war that has raged for thousands of years 
both on and off the planet. 
In Japan too, something very unusual and otherworldly happened last 
week. Just as the White Dragon Society was meeting with a representative 
of the Japanese Three-Legged Crow Society an ancient stone known as the 
Sessho-Seki or killing stone split in two, supposedly releasing an ancient 
spirit. When this happened, sacred tablets, bought at the shrine where the 
stone is located, fell off shelves and walls around the country. 
https://www.ndtv.com/offbeat/sessho-seki-in-japan-killing-stone-splits-
open-unleashing-legend-of-trapped-demon-2810829 
A senior Shinto priestess explains this means there will be regime change in 
Japan. “It will appear as a beautiful female and will destroy enemies of 
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https://rairfoundation.com/former-ukrainian-prime-minister-claims-putin-saved-hundreds-of-thousands-of-lives/
https://rairfoundation.com/former-ukrainian-prime-minister-claims-putin-saved-hundreds-of-thousands-of-lives/
https://www.ndtv.com/offbeat/sessho-seki-in-japan-killing-stone-splits-open-unleashing-legend-of-trapped-demon-2810829
https://www.ndtv.com/offbeat/sessho-seki-in-japan-killing-stone-splits-open-unleashing-legend-of-trapped-demon-2810829


Japan,” she said. Whether this event was staged or involved esoteric forces, 
it is clear the post-war slave regime in Japan is ending, multiple sources in 
Japan agree. 
Asian secret society sources say the distraction in the West caused by the 
situation in Ukraine led to a “very successful and friendly meeting” 
between different Asian factions last week. Basically, the KM is finished in 
Asia as well as worldwide, the sources say. 
That is why the KM is now desperately trying to use their Chinese 
Communist Party servants to wipe out as many Asians as possible. A CIA 
source in Asia warned “When this Coronavirus is finished, half of the 
Chinese people in China will have died. Remember how many millions died 
within days in Wuhan, when they redlined the 5G frequencies as a test,” 
He forwarded the articles below was said “this is the plan to force test as 
many of the Chinese citizens, as well as Hong Kong citizens as they can, to 
take the PCR test several times within a short period. The swab tips 
contain the same poisons that are in the vax. Imagine taking the PCR swab 
test 3 times within a short period. The same as being jabbed 3 times. This 
is how the CCP plans to wipe out half the population unless the truth is 
released to the masses as soon as possible.” 
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/china-locks-city-million-amid-
spike-cases-83384360 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-60467039 
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/omicron-china-s-tech-hub-
shenzhen-in-selective-lockdown-as-zero-covid-policy-closes-electronics-
market-and-offices/ar-AAUBmtl 
KM also threatens to trigger a hunger crisis. 

As fake US President Joe Biden’s climate czar John Kerry warned, “Wait 
until you see 100 million people for whom all food production has 
collapsed.” Mossad sources say, “He is 100% an avatar. This is not the 
John Kerry aka Kohn we knew before the alleged bike accident in France 6 
years ago. Look at the video, he looks like a transhuman. He is a KM 
member of the satanic cabal. 

Of course, the White (Hats) Helmets in the West are stepping up their 
offensive against these genocidal monsters. For example, vaccine pusher 

https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/china-locks-city-million-amid-spike-cases-83384360
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/china-locks-city-million-amid-spike-cases-83384360
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-60467039
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/omicron-china-s-tech-hub-shenzhen-in-selective-lockdown-as-zero-covid-policy-closes-electronics-market-and-offices/ar-AAUBmtl
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/omicron-china-s-tech-hub-shenzhen-in-selective-lockdown-as-zero-covid-policy-closes-electronics-market-and-offices/ar-AAUBmtl
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/omicron-china-s-tech-hub-shenzhen-in-selective-lockdown-as-zero-covid-policy-closes-electronics-market-and-offices/ar-AAUBmtl


Anthony Fauci is now in the witness protection program, according to 
Florida Gov, 

Ron DeSantis. He is making detailed statements about his handlers such as 
Bill Gates, Hillary Rockefeller, etc. CIA sources say. 

https://www.unitedstateshub.org/2022/03/fauci-is-in-witness-protection-
program-now-says-desantis-in-tampa-florida.html?m=1 
Here is some of what is coming out now. According to Pfizer’s 
BioNTech filing about their mass injections, they admit: 

-that it is not a vaccine 

-that they are not approved under the classification of “gene therapy” 

-to the experimental nature of their product 

– To the many unknown harms, it can cause. 

This is something we all already knew. The vaccines were not 
prescribed to treat COVID patients, and now nearly a million 
Americans are dead, according to a CIA source. 

No wonder Pfizer was delisted from the New York Stock Exchange. 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/78003/000087666122000258/
xslF25X02/primary_doc.xml 
This is just the tip of the iceberg. Below is a list of all biotech and 
pharmaceutical companies in Kiev. 

https://www.glassdoor.com/Explore/browse-
companies.htm?overall_rating_low=3&page=1&locId=1186&locType=M
&locName=Kiev,%20Ukraine%20Area§or=10005 
That’s why it’s so interesting that the Rothschild castle in England is 
lighting up in favor of Ukraine. 

https://www.unitedstateshub.org/2022/03/fauci-is-in-witness-protection-program-now-says-desantis-in-tampa-florida.html?m=1
https://www.unitedstateshub.org/2022/03/fauci-is-in-witness-protection-program-now-says-desantis-in-tampa-florida.html?m=1
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/78003/000087666122000258/xslF25X02/primary_doc.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/78003/000087666122000258/xslF25X02/primary_doc.xml
https://www.glassdoor.com/Explore/browse-companies.htm?overall_rating_low=3&page=1&locId=1186&locType=M&locName=Kiev,%20Ukraine%20Area%C2%A7or=10005
https://www.glassdoor.com/Explore/browse-companies.htm?overall_rating_low=3&page=1&locId=1186&locType=M&locName=Kiev,%20Ukraine%20Area%C2%A7or=10005
https://www.glassdoor.com/Explore/browse-companies.htm?overall_rating_low=3&page=1&locId=1186&locType=M&locName=Kiev,%20Ukraine%20Area%C2%A7or=10005


We are right on target… That’s Waddesdon Manor in the UK, the largest 
Rothschild house in Europe. When evil personified defends your flag…. 
oh man, that’s not a good thing, a Mossad source like that. 

Have they ever shown the same support for other countries in the conflict? 
the source asks. This is the answer to why Ukraine is so important to them: 
it was their cash cow and a center for bioweapons research, the source 
added. 

Other Mossad sources have also spoken out, saying: The organizers and 
funders of American Antifa are the same people who have been driving all 
Nazi/Antifa activity in Ukraine for the past decade and a half. 

It’s time for the world to know that.” 

The situation has reached a point where even the Israeli government is 
calling on the KM to surrender. Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett is 
calling on us to surrender, and we have no intention of doing so, a senior 
Ukrainian official said. 

https://www.axios.com/russia-war-israel-bennett-zelensky-told-to-
surrender-d5c53a0b-5940-4b09-85e4-ede244a2f5a1.html 
If they won’t surrender, they will die, White Hat sources promise. 
Therefore: Avatar Netanyahu tested positive for Covid again. 

WTF is going on here? Maybe it’s time for a flight to Gitmo this time? says 
CIA source. 

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/former-pm-netanyahu-contracts-
coronavirus-1.10663923 
After a representative of the Asian Dragon Family stated that he believed 
Barack Obama, operating out of Hawaii, was leading a KM counterattack, 
this was our response: Barry has been arrested…whoever it is, Avatar, 
clone or the original. We are on the verge of revelation. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/mar/13/barack-obama-
positive-test-covid-19 

https://www.axios.com/russia-war-israel-bennett-zelensky-told-to-surrender-d5c53a0b-5940-4b09-85e4-ede244a2f5a1.html
https://www.axios.com/russia-war-israel-bennett-zelensky-told-to-surrender-d5c53a0b-5940-4b09-85e4-ede244a2f5a1.html
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/former-pm-netanyahu-contracts-coronavirus-1.10663923
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/former-pm-netanyahu-contracts-coronavirus-1.10663923
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/mar/13/barack-obama-positive-test-covid-19
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/mar/13/barack-obama-positive-test-covid-19


NSA sources say the so-called Obama who showed up in Hawaii recently 
was a desperate attempt by the fake Biden regime to get Asian funding by 
putting up a black-faced puppet as their front. 

No one was fooled. We also note that the phony Biden regime is now 
under siege and will not last much longer. For that, we can thank the 
truckers. The truckers represent all the heroes of this pandemic. 

They are fighting these idiotic and senseless mandates and want their 
freedoms back. Please also watch the trucking convoy representatives meet 
with Senators Ron Johnson and Red Cruz. 

Overall, the KM’s defeat is inevitable because they do not have the truth 
on their side. Truth, Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò reminds us, is the 
foundation of justice and peace. The truth also sets us free. End 

 

 



 

 



 Kat at her Best

Kat IstheSea3 @katisthesea3 
https://anonup.com/@KatistheSea3 

When Special Forces go into the D.U.M.B.S 
to rescue the children, 
if they don’t die from Kuru disease that coats the walls 
& if they’re not evaporated by lasers 
they’re met with horrific scenes of 

body parts, carnage, blood, stench 
& terrified children in cages. 

I surmise the Special Forces just flooded the  
CA Disney D.U.M.B.S  
like they did at Disney World in FL & D.C. in ’21 

https://anonup.com/@KatistheSea3


3-17-21 Gene Decode 
“The Alliance took out the D.U.M.B. in Iceland 
& there was a period of over 2 weeks 
where there wasn’t 5 minutes when it wasn’t shaking 
It was retribution for the cabal 
for the 200 Special Forces that fell. 
Now they send in robotics & see if you’re laced 
& if you are we’ll take that out too. 
We rescue the innocents in there 
& take the rest out. 
They flooded the one in Iceland with lava. 
They’re using Forces of Nature  
like they did with the Potomac in D.C.” 

May God bless & protect every Soldier 
that does this dangerous & miraculous 
work 



Kat IstheSea3 @katisthesea3 
https://anonup.com/@KatistheSea3 

In response Radiant Patriot -Z to her Publication 

We love Uncle Rob 
Whether he’s doubling for his brother, President Trump, 
or Tweeting it like it is 

[Can you see how he resembles  
the ‘President Trump’ we saw yesterday?!) 

https://anonup.com/@KatistheSea3
https://anonup.com/@StunninglyBoring
https://anonup.com/thread/8341144


#KennedySunday 

 

Since we’re doing Q-History 

This is who President Trump’s Uncle was 

JOHN GEORGE TRUMP, electrical engineer, inventor, physicist. 
Together with Robert J. Van de Graaff 
he developed one of the first million-volt X-ray generators.  

https://anonup.com/search/posts?q=KennedySunday


In 1943, 2 days after the death of Nikola Tesla 
Trump was called in to analyze the Tesla artifacts  
being held in government custody.  

There is a direct route of the SCIENCE & MILITARY & 
Intelligence 
that can be drawn from Nikola Tesla → Q 

→ Nikola Tesla, Energy, Frequencies & Space Travel 
→ Physicist John G. Trump & Tesla’s papers 

→ President JFK, Space & Special Forces Unconventional 
Warfare 
→ President Reagan, Space & Strategic Defense Initiative 

→ President Trump, Tesla Tech & Space Force 
→ Admiral Mike Rogers, Intelligence 
→ Julian Assange, Intelligence 
→ Elon Musk, Tesla Tech, STARLINK & Space Force 
→ Ezra Cohen, Intelligence, Special Forces & Space Force 

GENIUS warriors saving Earth & Humanity 

 



 A direct path of Intelligence on the DS 
via some who can rightly be considered 
part of the miraculous Q Team  

9-20 Gene Decode 
“When I first RedPilled & started investigating this cabal 
I didn’t think it was possible. 
I spent 20+ years watching it get worse & their power grow. 
It’s amazing to watch all this come about. 
What started in 1903 with Nikola Tesla 
→ Howard Hughes 
→ Van de Graaff 
→ John G. Trump & Tesla’s papers 
→ President Kennedy 

→ Q Team 
→ U.S. Military Intelligence 
→ JFK Jr. & President Trump 

they have literally taken EVERYTHING 
every possible play. 
In Chess it’s called Zugzwang. 

No matter what the enemy does—he’s done. 
Checkmated.. 
Realize NESARA is getting Tesla Free Energy  
& Anti-Gravity tech & you’ve just made 
the entire infrastructure of the world go away.” 

President Trump & JFK Jr. we’re not only Divinely “chosen” 
they were trained for mission Freedom Earth  
from boyhood. 
President Trump by his Uncle. 
JFK Jr. by Q-Team 



 



 

Q The Storm Rider 
How they kept the DEATH OF THE QUEEN hidden  
for 2 years is astounding. 
ANONS knew The TRUTH long ago  

MANY MISSING 
in the Royal family (not reported) 
CCP Elites MISSING 
MANY MISSING in U.S. elites, celebrities, MIL personal, CIA, 
FBI 
DC GHOST TOWN – NO MONEY, EMPTY 



UK major castles, estates CLOSED 
CHINA CCP ELITES fortress/dynasty homes & Estates EMPTY 
VATICAN OUT OF MONEY  
(smallest country in the world since 1929  
that controls the Catholic system in 5 continents  
& collected QUINTILLION$$$$$$$$$$$$$  
through controlled donations, 
banking system, extortion, blackmails, money laundering, 
Italian mafia/Jesuits controlled empire  
that stretches into Las Vegas system) 
ARE BROKE?!?  

If you don’t know what’s happening—you’ll never know! 
If you know—Keep your seats belts buckled buttercups! 

INTO THE STORM 

EVENTS → NOT DATES 

https://t.me/qthestormrider777 

 

 

 

 

 

https://t.me/qthestormrider777


Thank you very much.  

 



 





 



 



 

 



 


